The Art-Reach ACCESS program allows Pennsylvania & Art-Reach ACCESS Cardholders to attend dozens of cultural sites & theaters for just $2!

Have a PA ACCESS Card?
ACCESS Cardholders (those Pennsylvania residents who monitor their government-issued cash, food, or medical benefits with an EBT card), are invited to visit participating cultural sites for just $2 per person.

Need a Card?
Individuals with disabilities can purchase an Art-Reach ACCESS Card that allows them to receive $2 admission to over 50 museums, gardens, theaters, and cultural sites throughout Greater Philadelphia.

HOW IT WORKS:

- Bring a valid ACCESS Card with a photo ID to the admissions desk at any participating museum, garden, or historic site. For tickets to a performance, contact the participating theater’s box office to reserve tickets.
- One (1) ACCESS Card admits the cardholder and up to three (3) people at a rate of $2 per person. The person whose name appears on the ACCESS Card must be present to obtain the discount.
- EBT funds cannot be used to pay admission
- Discount is not valid for special exhibitions, special events, or with any other offers
- Participating sites may not be physically accessible or provide accommodations, please confirm prior to visiting. Art-Reach is not responsible for providing accessible accommodations.
- Note, Pennsylvania ACCESS cards are ONLY eligible at participating ACCESS Philly sites. The Art-Reach ACCESS card is redeemable at all participating sites.

PARTICIPATING SITES

Scan the QR Code to the left for a list of participating ACCESS sites for individuals that have Pennsylvania or Art-Reach ACCESS Card. Enjoy $2 admission at museums, gardens, theaters and more!

Contact the participating sites directly to learn how to purchase tickets with the ACCESS Card discount. For more information please contact access@art-reach.org.

Art-Reach creates, advocates for, and expands accessible opportunities in the arts so the full spectrum of society is served. Our programs serve over 200,000 people a year in Greater Philadelphia.